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In reliability-oriented design and optimization of engineering systems 
one needs various derivatives of the probability of systems survival 
P(x)- P(y1 ~ y(a(w),x) ~ yu). Here, y-y(a,x) denotes the vector of re-

sponse or output variables depending on the design or input vector x and 
the vector of random system parameters a-a(w); we assume that a(w) has a 
given probability density function f-f(a). Furthermore, y1 ,yu are the 

vectors of given lower and upper bounds for y. There is shown that in many 
cases derivatives DgP(x) of arbitrary order l can be obtained by applying 

an integral transformation Tx to the integral representation of P(x) such 

that the transformed domain of integration becomes independent of x. The 
derivatives result then by interchanging differentiation and integration. 
Based on this mean value representation of DgP(x), estimations of the de-

rivatives can be obtained by using sampling techniques. Furthermore, having 
the mentioned integral representation, o1P(x) can be computed approxima-

tively by writing DgP(x) first as a Laplace integral and applying then the 

asymptotic expansion techniques known for Laplace integrals. 

1. IRTR.ODUCliOR 

The reliability of a technical stochastic system is measured [1-4] usu
ally by probability functions of the type 

P(x)- P(yu<(~)yi(a(w),x)<(:S)yui' i-l, ... ,m). (1) 

Here 
y1i<(~)yi(a,x)<(~)yui' i-l, ... ,m, (2) 

are the basic operating conditiona or behavioral constraints of the under
lying system, where 

Y- (yl,. · .,yi, · · · ,ym)' 

are certain response variables. The response variables are functions 

yi- yi(a,x), i-l, ... ,m, 

(3) 

(3.1) 

of a decision r-vector x- (x1 , ... ,~, ... ,xr)' and a parameter v-vector 
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a- (a1, ... ,aj, ... ,av)', where ~· k-l, ... ,r, are the deteralnistic (no.

inal) design variables or deterministic system coefficients; moreover, 
aj- aj(w), j-l, ... ,v, are the rando. system parameters or coefficients. We 

assume that the random v-vector 

a(w)- (a1(w), ... ,a)w))' (3.2) 

has a given probability density f. Finally, y1 - (y11 , ... ,yli'"" .,ylm)' 

Yu- (yul•····Yui'"""'yum)' are the m-vectors of given lower, upper bounds 

(margins) yli < Yui' i-l, ... ,m, for the response vector y. Working through 

the relevant literatura, one finds relatively few papers, see e.g. [5-7], 
containing analytical results on the differentiation of probability func
tiona and parameter-dependent integrala. In [8] several new coostructive 
differentiation .athods were presented: Differentiation of probability 
functiona by the 1) Transformation Method, Il) Stochastic Completion and 
Transformation Method, III) Orthogonal Function Series Expansion, IV) Com
binations of (I)-(111). A preliminary, short description of Methods (1) 
and (II) can be found in [9], see also [10,11]. In the following, the de
rivatives - of any order - of probability functiona arising in structural 
reliability analysis are obtained by the Transformation Method. 

2. mE DIFFEREIIITIATIOR OF STRUC'l'ORAL BELIABILITIES 

In structural reliability and design the probability of survival (safe
ty) of a structure (structural system) can be represented by the equation 

P(x) - P(g(u(a(w),x))~O). (4) 

Here, u-u(a,x) denotes the m-vector of the basic displacement variables 
ui-ui(a,x), lsism, depending on the r-vector x of no-fnal design variables 

~ and the random parameter vector 

p(w) 
a- a(w):- (F(w))' (4.1) 

where F-F(w) is the random load m-vector of the structure and p-p(w) is a 
v1-vector of further stochastic structural parameters such as elastic mod-

uli, manufacturing errors. Moreover, g is a given vector function selected 
such that the inequality 

g(u(a,x)) ~ O (4.2) 

describes the relevant behavioral constraints. 
From structural mechanics we know that the displacement vector u(a,x) is 

given by 
-1 u(a,x) :- K(p,x) F, (4.3) 

where K-K(p,x) denotes the stiffness mxm matrix of the structure. Assuming 
in the following- without restrictions - that p(w),F(w) are stochastic in
dependent random vectors having probability densities f 1-f1(p), f 2-f2(F), 

we find 
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P(x)- P(g(u{a(w),x))~O) 

- f ·l f 1(p)f2(F)dpdF. (5) 
g(K{p,x) F)~O 

Hence, we consider · for given vector x · the transformation Tx given by 

ql ql 
(~)- Tx(q):- (K(ql,x)q2), q- (q2). (6) 

Since K(p,x) is positive (semi)definite, the absolute value of the func
tional determinant of T reads 

X 

aT 
X ldet(aq-(q))l- det(K(q1 ,x)). 

Applying (6),(6.1) to the intgegral in (5), we find 

P{x)- J f 1(q1)f2(K(q1 ,x)q2)det(K(q1 ,x))dq1dq2 , 

B 
where 

B:- ({q1)E xv1x xm g(q2 )~0J. q2 

(6.1) 

(7) 

(7 .1) 

Since the domain of integration B in (7) does not depend on the design vec
tor x, under some additional weak assumptions we may differentiate (7) by 
interchanging differentiation and integration. Since 

where "tr" designates the trace of a matrix, we set 

~(ql,q2;x):- fl(ql)(Vf2(K(ql,x)q2)'~~(ql,x)q2 

-1 BK + f 2(K(q1 ,x)q2)tr(K(q1 ,x) a~(q1 ,x)))det(K(q1 ,x)); 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

clearly, the existence of the gradient Vf2(F) of f 2(F) is presupposed here 
for all arguments under consideration. 

Theore. 2.1. For a given fixed integer k, ls~r. and given components 

x~,ltk, define x-x(t):-(x~, ...• x~_ 1 ,t,~, ... ,x~)'. Suppose that for a given 
interval lCX the multiple integral (5) or (7) exists and is finite for 
each x-x(t) with tEl. Furthermore, suppose that function ~(q1q2 ;x(t)), 
defined by (7.3), exists for all tEl and has an integrable majorant, i.e. a 

nonnegative measurable function ~-~(q1 ,q2 ), defined at least on B, such 

that 
l~(q1 ,q2 ;x(t))l s ~(q1 ,q2 ) for all tEl (7.4) 

and 
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f ~(q1,q2)dq1dq2 < + ~. 
B 

aP Then a~(x) exists for each xe{x(t):tel) and is given by 

(7.5) 

aP f a~(x)-- ~(q1,q2;x)dq1dq2 (8) 
B 

f aK . -1 - _1 f1(p){Vf2(F)'a--(p,x)K(p,x) F 
g(K(p,x) F)~O ~ 

-1 aK 
+ f 2(F)tr(K(p,x) a~(p,x))ldpdF 

f au -1 au 
divF(f(a) <aF(a,x)) -a -(a,x))da, 

g(u(a,x))~O ~ 

where a-(~). f(a)-f1(p)f2(F), and u-u(a,x) is the vector of disp1acement 

variab1es defined by (4.3). 
Note 
By iteration of the above procedura also the higher order partial deri-

vatives a!P(x), !-(l1 , ... ,ls)' of P(x) with respect to xl , ... ,xl can be 
1 s 

obtained. 

3. alll'OTATIOIII OF PROBABILITIES ARD ITS DERIVATIVES BY ASYIIPIOTIC El· 
PARSIORS OF IIIITEGRALS OF LAPI.ACE TYPI 

The computation of reliabilities of mechanical structures is a well 
established method, see e.g. [12,13]. In the following we examina the po
tential of this technique to yield also the corresponding sensitivities, 
i.e. the derivatives of the probabilities of survival with respect to 
certain design variables or deterministic system parameters ~· 

According to (7) and (8) the probability function a(o)P(x):-P(x) and its 
(k) aP partial derivative a P(x):- a~(x) can be represented jointly by the for-

mula 
(l) f (l) a P(x)- cx (q1 ,q2)f1(q1)dq1dq2, l-O,l, ... ,r, (9) 

B 
where c~l)_c~l)(q1 ,q2 ) denotes the multiplier of f 1(q1) in the integrand of 

(7), the multiplier of f 1(q1) in (7.3), respectively. Note that for the 

we get - under corresponding as-

(9.1) 

l l with a more complicated function c;-c;(q1 ,q2). 
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In order to return to the primary variables a - (~) without involving 

the argument x, we consider in (9) the integral transformation 

(ql)- S(~) :- ( p -l ), (10) 
~ K(~,~) F 

vl m 
where (p0 ,x0 )e 1 XI is any fixed pair of vectors such that K(p0 ,x0 ) is 

positive definite. Application of (10) to (9) yields 

{1) f (l) -1 1 a P(x) - l cx (p,K(p0 ,x0 ) F)-:-de-t""('=='K..,...(p-,x--:)-:-)fl (p)dpdF 

where 

s· (B) o o 

- f C~l)(p,F)f1 (p)f2 (F)dpdF, 
s·1 (B) 

Cx(l)(p,F) ·- c(l)( K( x )-lF) 1 1 
· x p, Po• o det(K(p0 ,x0 )) ' f 2 (F)' 

-1 - vl m -1 s (B) :- ((PF)e 1 x 1 : g(K(p ,x ) F)~O}. 
o o 

l Clearly, for a-P(x) we find the related formula 

l f l a-P(x)- c;(p,F)f1(p)f2(F)dpdF, 

s·\a> 

(11) 

(11.1) 

(11.2) 

(11a) 

where c!(p,F) follows from (11.1) by replacing c(l) by el, 
X X X 

see (9.1). 

Representing the random vector a(w) - (p(w)) by F(w) 

where 

i) r(z) 
r (z ) 

- ( p p ) r (z ) F F 
z (w) 

vl 
is a certain 1-1-transformation of 1 x Sm, and 

(12) 

ii) z(w) - </(w)) 
F 

is a N(O,I)-normal distributed random (v1+m)-vector, 

we may represent a(l)P(x) by 

a(l)P(x) -El l (a(w))C(l)(a(w)) 
s· (B) x 

-El 1 (r(z(w)))C(l)(r(z(w))) 
s· (B) x 

(l) -(vl+m)/2 1 2 
f Cx (r(z)) (2w) exp( ·211 z 11 )dz, 

r"\s·\a)) 
where lM denotes the characteristic function of a set M and 

(13) 
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(13 ol) 

J. of course, a corresponding representation holds also for a-P(x), see (lla)o 

* * Z 0 V 
Let z - ( ~) denote the projection of the origin O - (0P) in X 1 x Xm 

ZF F 

-1 -1 - * * onto r (S (B))o According to (13ol) we find zp-0, and zF is the projec-

tion of OF onto 

m -1 
ZF:- {zFE X : g(K(p0 ,x0 ) rF(zF))~O)o (13 o 2) 

Moreover, let 
* * * p :- 1 1 Z 1 1 - 1 1 ZF 1 1 o (13o3) 

In the following we assume that 

* * P is "large" (i.eo P( llz(w) II:SP ) is close to 1) o (14) 
Rellark 3.1 

* If OF~ZF' ioeo P >0, then condition (14) can be fulfilled in many cases 

by an appropriate selection of the vectors p0 ,x0 in the stiffness matrix 

* K(p0 ,x0 )o If OeZF' ioeo P -0, then condition (14) can be reached by re-

placing first B by its complement B and considering therefore 

P1(x):-l-P(x) instead of P(x)o 

Under the assumption (14) we apply to (13) the integral transformation 
v1+m 

in X defined by 

* z:- P Wo (15) 

We obtain 
( J.) -(v1+m)/2 *v1+m *2 a P(x)- (2w) p I(p ), (16) 

where the integral I-I(Ă) of Lap1ace type (14] is given by 

f (J.) * 1 2 
I(Ă) :- Cx (r(p w))exp(Ă( ·z-llwll ))dwo 

~r-\s- 1 (B)) 
(16o1) 

p 

Note that a corresponding representation can be derived also for a1P(x), 
cfo (lla),(l3)o 

* Since p is large by assumption (14), the integral (16ol) can be evalu-
ated now ana1ytlca11y by using the theory of asymptotic expansions [14]: 

Theorea 3.1. If the above assumptions hold, then we have the expansion 

* (being asymptotically exact for p -> +a>) 
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(17) 

* where J(w ) is given by 

* * * * J(w ) - w 'Q(w )w . (17 .1) 

* Here Q(w ) is the matrix of cofactors of the matrix 

- * * 2 * Q(w ):--{!+~V ~(w )), (17.2) 

* where ~(w)~(w;w ) is a function such that the hypersurface of 
1 -1 -1 - * * ~r (S (B)) in a neighbourhood U(w ) of w is given by 
fJ 

* * (weU{w ): ~(w;w)- 0), (17.3) 

* and ~ is determined by the equation 

* * * 1 - llw 11 - ~ IIV~(w ) 11. (17.4) 

Remark 3.2 

i) If !_r-1(s- 1(B)) has a plane hypersurface in a certain neighbourhood 
l 

* * of w, then IQ(w )1-1. 
ii) A corresponding asymptotic expansion holds - of course - also for 

a!P(x). 

For the numerica! computation of a(l)P(x) we have now the (asymptotic
ally exact) expansion (17) with formulas (11.1) and (17.1)-(17.4). On the 

other hand, because of the aean value representation (13) of a(l)P(x) and 

(lla) of a!P(x), these derivatives of order (1),!, resp., can be estimated, 
of course, also by ordinary sampling techniques. 
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